February 14, 2011.
Memorandum to Councilmembers:
Attached is a copy of the testimony I gave at last Wednesday’ Transportation Committee Meeting
together with other documents that I mentioned at that time.
You will remember that the disagreements among witnesses at the meeting revolved around
Acting Director Yoshioka’s integrity and whether or not he had systematically misled the voters
and also Councilmembers during the process of getting approvals from the City Council for rail
transit.
After I had given my testimony and been questioned on it by Councilmembers Cachola and
Kobayashi, Acting Director Yoshioka was called up for more questioning.
To my astonishment, Yoshioka, under questioning, described how the City was complying with
the requirement of providing Archeological Inventory Surveys of likely sites for iwi kupuna.
Yoshioka described how he would perform the surveys section by section and would even
prioritize the most sensitive downtown section 4 over section 3.
However, he knows full well that action is legally vulnerable since the National Trust for Historic
Preservation (http://www.honolulutraffic.com/NTHP_Comments_on_Draft_PA.pdf ) wrote him
on October 22, 2009, describing that what he was doing was illegal. The full letter describes the
situation in detail; the following is just one paragraph in the letter.
“Failure to Identify Native Hawaiian Burials Prior to Selecting Alternatives
Violates Section 4(f).
“We remain extremely concerned by the City’s decision to defer detailed identification of
historic properties within the Phase 4 alignment, which is the section that has a known
high concentration of unmarked Native Hawaiian burials. We have reviewed the letter
from the O’ahu Island Burial Council (OIBC), which has unanimously opposed the
decision to defer an Archaeological Inventory Survey (AIS) Plan. In our view, the City’s
decision renders the project legally vulnerable under Section 4(f) of the Department of
Transportation Act, pursuant to Corridor H Alternatives, Inc. v. Slater [Rodney Slater,
former head of U.S. DOT], 166 F.3d 368 (D.C. Cir. 1999). The City has already stated
publicly that it expects a final decision approving the transit project will be challenged in
court. In light of this prediction, it is surprising that the City would not act to reduce this
legal vulnerability by completing the AIS prior to making a final decision on the project.
We urge the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) to consider this issue in the context of
its own legal sufficiency review for this project.” (underline added)
Section 4(f) of the 1966 U.S. Transportation Act is quite clear that the AIS of the corridor must be
performed prior to making any decision on the route or the technology so that historic sites and
burial sites can be avoided. The following is from the FHWA 4 (f) Policy Paper:
“It is important to point out that the standard for evaluating alternatives under NEPA and
the standard for evaluating alternatives under Section 4(f) are different. In general, under
NEPA, FHWA can advance to detailed study any reasonable alternative, among a range
of alternatives, as long as there is sufficient information that shows a well-reasoned
decision to include that alternative. However, under Section 4(f), if there is a feasible and
prudent alternative that avoids the use of a 4(f) resource, among alternatives that use a
4(f) resource, the alternative that must be selected is the one that avoids the 4(f)
resource.” (bold-face emphasis in the original) [ In Honolulu’s case the really significant
4(f) resources are the downtown historic districts and Native Hawaiian burial grounds.]
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Yoshioka should have surveyed Phase 4 during the Alternatives Analysis stage in 2006. At the
same time he should have reviewed all possible alternatives and determined those that would
have avoided the historic districts and Native Hawaiian burial sites. The record shows no
evidence that Yoshioka did that.
Had he done so there were four alternatives that would have avoided the constructive use of the
historic buildings or have any effect on the burial sites discovered during the required AIS. They
were: An at-grade light rail line, a hybrid light rail running elevated into town and then at-grade
in town, the 2003 BRT program that Parsons Brinckerhoff had found superior in performance to
rail, and the Managed Lanes Alternative. All were inadequately reviewed in the Alternatives
Analysis.
The most astonishing issue here is that Yoshioka, while at a confirmation hearing centering on his
integrity, would proceed to mislead the Council as to the legal requirements for the survey. His
failure to perform the required Archeological Inventory Survey before choosing the Fixed
Guideway Alternative has made the City legally liable.
I have attached the relevant pages on other misrepresentations from our 2009 comments on the
Draft EIS in Attachments C and D since they were not addressed by Yoshioka’s subsequent
responses.
Please note that it we are not picking only on Director Yoshioka alone. It is well documented that
transit officials, nationally and internationally, routinely misrepresent transit projects to the public
and to public officials. The misrepresentations of Director Yoshioka and his predecessors were,
and are, no exception. The conclusion in the University of Aalborg study is that “strategic
misrepresentation” is necessary to get the requisite governmental approvals. These projects would
not get built if both the voters and public officials were faced with realistic projections of costs
and ridership. We document this on the first pages of Attachment C.

Testimony of Cliff Slater, Chair of Honolulutraffic.com, before the City Council Transportation
Committee on February 9, 2011, in opposition to the confirmation of Wayne Yoshioka as
Director, Department of Transportation Services.
Acting Director Yoshioka is not fit to be confirmed as Director; he has misrepresented many
aspects of the rail project to the Council too often.
For example, at the June 10th 2009 Council Meeting, you can see from this video
(http://olelo.granicus.com/ViewPublisher.php?view_id=9 wind forward to 4hrs:09 minutes) that
Councilmember Cachola asks for an updated financial plan, as he had many times before and
Director Yoshioka says he is working on it and he would get it to the councilmember in due time.
All the while Yoshioka had already submitted the “Financial Plan For Entry Into Preliminary
Engineering Submittal” to the FTA in May 2009.
All during this time, the Director was reassuring the Council that while GE tax revenues were
then short of that projected in the Draft EIS, they would be made up by larger collections in
subsequent years. However, he had already submitted the May plan to the FTA that projected
total GE tax collections would be $700 million short of what was projected in the Draft EIS.
Yoshioka clearly misled the Council in saying GE tax revenues would be made up in later years.
He later tried to evade guilt on this issue by claiming that the May plan was a "draft" document. It
was not. We now know, from a Freedom of Information request to FTA (Attachment B, an email
from FTA’s James Ryan to redacted person “B-6”), what actually happened was that after the
May plan issued, the FTA's Project Management Oversight Contractor determined that the
construction cost should be $116 million higher than that shown in the plan.
The FTA insisted that the May plan be updated to reflect that. So the City increased the projected
construction costs by the $116 million and then added another $100 million in interest costs and
balanced that by increasing projected GE tax surcharge collections by $208 million together with
other minor changes. This resulted in the revised plan being dated, quote, "May 2009, updated
August 2009."
Yoshioka clearly misled the Council and the public about there being no current Financial Plan.
Second, Yoshioka was fully aware that ''traffic congestion will be worse in the future with rail
than what it is today without rail." But over the years he fought off saying that explicitly. Instead
he said that, “rail would relieve traffic congestion,” when, in fact, what he should have said was
that rail would relieve traffic congestion in the future with rail from what it would be without rail
but that congestion would still be worse than what it is today.
At a City transit hearing in 2009 we took over their meeting for a few minutes demanding that the
City and PB representatives speak plainly about future traffic congestion but they refused. We
were going to hold out but one of Yoshioka’s employees manhandled one of our supporters and
we backed off.
lt was only in June of 2010, in response to our comments on the Draft EIS
(http://www.honolulutraffic.com/FinalEIS/AppendixA.pdf (page 1251 of 3222) that Yoshioka
wrote plainly, "You are correct in pointing out that traffic congestion will be worse in the future
with rail than what it is today without rail," but he buried it in the middle of the 3,200 page
Appendix A. If Yoshioka wanted to be transparent it should have been in plain view in the
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Executive Summary so that the public and elected officials could fully understand that there was
no traffic relief in sight - even for $5.5 billion (and counting).
Yoshioka clearly misled the Council and the public about a future reduction in traffic congestion.
Third, Yoshioka hid from the Council the FTA's assessment of the probabilities of the rail transit
project’s chances of cost overruns. Below is the chart from the Program Management Oversight
Contractor’s July 2009 Report. At the time this was produced it was before the City was given
permission to enter the Preliminary Engineering phase and shortly after Yoshioka misled the
Council and the public about the tax collection shortfall and the lack of a financial plan. The fact
that in FTA’s view there is considerable risk of cost overruns, and how they should be evaluated,
should have been made clear to the City Council. Instead, Yoshioka failed to warn the Council of
the dangers of cost overruns. This is most important since when the FTA revealed their risk
analysis of the New Jersey tunnel to Gov. Christie he cancelled the tunnel project as having cost
overruns too risky for his taxpayers to bear.
Yoshioka clearly withheld vital financial information from the Council and the public.
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The excerpt and chart is from the Jacobs Report dated July 2009 and is available at:
http://www.honolulutraffic.com/jacobspmocreport-July_2009.pdf page 1-10.
Fourth, as further evidence of a lack of transparency, are the minutes of the November 3-5, 2009,
PE Kickoff Meeting Report – Attachment B. We see that Yoshioka asks FTA that if they receive
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests from Honolulu if they can give him “a courtesy
call.” This was presumably because since Yoshioka has been embarrassed about our FOIA
releases he wants time to inoculate against them. Mr. Rogers, FTA’s regional head, says that
presumably the requests are made to FTA only if the City fails to honor the request. Mr.
Hamayasu of DTS says he believes they are made directly to the FTA without asking the City
“because they are more frequently granted.” Ms. Marler, FTA Counsel, responds that “the City
should do what they can to respond to these requests fully at the local level.”
Those with experience at bureaucratese, as further moderated by written minutes, will appreciate
that what originally transpired was much harsher in tone.
Even the FTA recognizes that Yoshioka has not been transparent about the rail project.

